
Proactive

S E C U R I T Y    W I T H    I N T E G R I T Y

Intrusion
The perpetrator illegally enters the premises by, 
for example, scaling a fence.

Intruder identification and detection
The perpetrator is detected by video camera and 
PIR motion sensors or any other detection 
device.

Alarm verification
The alarm signals and video footage are received 
at the interactive off-site remote monitoring 
control room. The operator takes the appropriate 
action.

Intervention
A series of live, personalised warnings are 
announced from the control room via loud-
speakers installed at the monitored premises. 
These warnings instantly deter most potential 
intruders and limit the requirement for armed 
reaction rendering the need for reaction 
unnecessary, potentially saving huge costs. 

Audio challenging is the first in several Fight 
Back Management options.

Reaction
The control room operators will deploy the 
required response units (armed response, 
ambulance, fire brigade etc).

Audio Challenging
Speakers are placed in strategic positions and proved 
to be efficient 99% of the time.

Striker Gas Emitting System
A pepper spray system is remotely activated when 
intruders enter the premises, discharging gas in 
multiple bursts, which will incapacitate the perpetrator.

The Smoke Cloak
Clouds of smoke with a thunder flash are released to 
impair the perpetrator’s vision and incapacitate him. 
The smoke is not harmful to humans or animals and 
will not cause damage to property. 

What you can’t see, you can’t steal!

Our technology meets consumer demands with an 
Interactive Smartphone App that provides the 
convenience and reassurance of remote arming and 
disarming of the system. 

Video evidence footage can instantly be sent from the 
control room to the client.

Our new technology deploys hindrance (or scare) tactics 
that are remotely activated to discourage and deter criminal 
activity. It is a controlled measure to proactively and 
interactively ensure your safety and render the need for 
armed reaction unnecessary. Armed reaction can be 
provided should clients request. The strategy also renders 
the need for after hour manned guarding unnecessary and 
potentially saves clients huge costs.

Immediate Fight Back Technology

Intrusion Prevention Solutions


